Abstract
Introduction
We revisit the problem of constructing efficient argument systems for NP -computationally sound interactive proofs in which the amounts of communication and computation performed by the verifier are smaller than in classical proofs. Solutions for this fundamental problem have been among the greatest meeting points of complexity theory and cryptography, combining sophisticated PCP machinery with a clever cryptographic hashing technique. In this work we suggest a different, more general, and arguably simpler approach for tackling this problem by relying on stronger cryptographic machinery. Before describing our approach, we give some background to put it in context.
Background
Classical proof systems for NP languages require the prover to send the entire witness to the verifier. In particular, if L ∈ NTIME(T (n)) then proving that x ∈ L generally requires the prover to send a message of length Ω(T (n)) and the verifier to spend Ω(T (n)) time verifying the proof. Moreover, classical proofs cannot be generally used to speed up the verification of a deterministic polynomial-time computation, a goal which is strongly motivated by real life applications. It is thus natural to ask whether it is possible to avoid these limitations, possibly by allowing randomness and interaction.
Interactive proof systems, as defined by Goldwasser, Micali, and Rackoff [21] , relax classical proofs by allowing randomness and interaction, but still require soundness to hold with respect to computationally unbounded provers. Unfortunately, proof systems of this type do not seem to be helpful in the current context either. In particular, the existence of interactive proof systems for NP in which the prover is laconic, in the sense that the total length of the messages it sends to the verifier is much smaller than the length of the witness, would imply a nontrivial nondeter-PCPs. All known constructions of efficient argument systems rely on Probabilistically Checkable Proofs (PCPs), also known as "holographic proofs". A PCP is a redundant encoding of a classical proof that can be probabilistically verified by querying a small number of bits. The celebrated PCP Theorm [2, 1] asserts that every classical proof can be turned into a polynomial-size PCP which can be verified using a constant number of queries (up to a small constant soundness error). The study of PCPs was initiated by Babai et al. [3] and by Feige et al. [16] with a very different motivation. While in [3] PCPs were used as a means of speeding up verification of proofs and computation, their study in [16] , as well as in most subsequent works in the area, was mainly driven by the exciting connection between PCPs and hardness of approximation. The current work is related to the former application of PCPs, which has also motivated a fruitful line of work on obtaining shorter PCPs [31, 6, 8, 7, 13] . Despite some recent simplifications of PCP constructions [6, 14] , culminating in the elegant new proof of the PCP Theorem by Dinur [13] , the construction and analysis of efficient PCPs is still quite far from straightforward.
From PCPs to efficient arguments. Applying PCPs to enable efficient verification "in the real world" is not as straightforward as it may first appear. Consider the following natural attempt to implement an efficient interactive proof based on a PCP. The interactive verifier emulates the PCP verifier, sending to the prover the (randomized) set of indices it would like to probe; the interactive prover then emulates the PCP prover, responding with the corresponding bits of the proof. An inherent problem with this direct approach is that the soundness of the PCP is only guaranteed if the proof string is fixed in advance, independently of the verifier's queries. In the above implementation, the prover can easily violate the soundness of the PCP by appropriately correlating its answers with the queries. Note that we cannot afford to have the prover send the entire PCP string to the verifier, as the length of this string is bigger than the length of the witness.
The key idea that was used in [23] for getting around these difficulties is to first require the prover to send a succinct commitment to the PCP string, using a suitable cryptographic technique, and then allow the verifier to open a small, randomly chosen, subset of the committed bits. In order to efficiently support the required functionality, a special type of cryptographic commitment should be used. Specifically, the commitment scheme should be: (1) computationally binding (but not necessarily hiding); (2) succinct, in the sense that it involves a small amount of communication between the prover and the verifier; and (3) support efficient local decommitment, in the sense that following the commitment phase any bit of the committed string can be opened (or "decommitted") very efficiently, in particular without opening the entire string. An implementation of such a commitment scheme can be based on any collisionresistant hash function by using Merkle's tree hashing technique [25] . Roughly speaking, the commitment process proceeds by first viewing the bits of the proof as leaves of a complete binary tree, and then using the hash function to compute the label of each node from the two labels of its children. The succinct commitment string is taken as the label of the root. To open a selected bit of the proof, the labels of all nodes on a path from the corresponding leaf to the root, along with their siblings, are revealed. Thus, the number of atomic cryptographic operations required to open a single bit of the proof is logarithmic in the proof length.
Our Contribution
As indicated above, all previous constructions of efficient argument system relied on the following two-stage approach: (1) convert a classical proof into an explicit polynomial-size PCP string (an "encoded proof"); (2) apply the tree-based cryptographic hashing technique to commit to the proof, and later open a small set of bits chosen by the verifier.
This state of affairs raises the question of obtaining an alternative approach for constructing efficient argument systems, one that avoids the need for (complicated) polynomial-size PCPs. Our main motivation for considering this question comes from the goal of obtaining conceptually simpler argument systems, ones that do not require full PCP machinery. However, as we discuss below, the question is also motivated by efficiency consid-erations. Note that in Step (1) above a classical proof is expanded by introducing a significant amount of redundancy, whereas in Step (2) it dramatically shrinks in size. This calls for a more direct approach, or a shortcut, that combines the two steps into one.
The idea. Our main idea is that for the purpose of constructing efficient arguments it is not essential for the PCP string to be of polynomial size. Instead, we view the PCP as a function π : F n → F , whose domain may be exponentially large, but whose evaluation can be carried out in polynomial time. We refer to π as a linear PCP if the honest prover computes a linear function over a finite field F . In this work we will focus on the class of linear PCPs, but the approach can be generalized to other function classes (e.g., using the degree-2 homomorphic encryption of [11] ).
A similar view of PCPs as oracles is abundant in the PCP literature. However, PCP oracles of exponential domain size were typically used as intermediate steps towards efficient constructions rather than end results that can be directly plugged into applications. Most notably, an exponential size linear PCP based on Hadamard codes was used by Arora et al. [1] as the simpler component in the proof of the PCP theorem. The same PCP can be used as the base case in Dinur's recent alternative proof of the PCP theorem [13] .
Our results. Our main result is a general compiler, which takes an arbitrary linear PCP π : F n → F as above, and turns it into an argument system with a very laconic prover. Specifically, in this argument system the prover communicates to the verifier only a constant number of encrypted field elements for each PCP query, whereas the verifier communicates to the prover O(n) encrypted field elements. Our compiler can be based on any homomorphic encryption scheme (e.g., the one of Goldwasser and Micali [20] , ElGamal [15] , or Paillier [30] ).
1 Instantiated with the simple linear PCP based on Hadamard codes [1] , we get an argument system with an expensive (yet polynomial) communication from the verifier to the prover, but with an extremely short communication from the prover to the verifier which only consists of a constant number of encrypted field elements.
We stress that even in the above setting of laconic provers, with an arbitrary (polynomial) communication from the verifier to the prover, the previous methodology could not yield argument systems without relying on short (polynomial-size) PCPs.
Optimizations. While we view the above general result as our main conceptual contribution, we also suggest several approaches for building on the laconic prover feature of the above concrete protocol to get an overall efficient solution. A first approach is by batching multiple proofs: our protocol allows the prover to convince the verifier of an arbitrary (polynomial) number of statements using essentially the same amount of communication from the verifier to the prover as that required for proving a single statement. In practical terms, this means that the verifier can simultaneously verify many long computations at a total cost which is comparable to that of performing a single computation on its own. As an additional optimization, we suggest a heuristic approach for shifting almost all of the communication originating from the verifier to an offline phase, which can be carried out before any inputs are available. As before, the cost of this offline phase can be amortized over many different statements. Finally, we sketch an approach which combines a communication balancing technique with cryptographic recursion, yielding arguments with a total communication complexity of O(n ) and O(1/ ) rounds, for an arbitrary > 0. The latter approach, however, sacrifices both the simplicity and the potential efficiency advantages of our main protocol over alternative approaches.
Potential efficiency advantages.
As noted above, state-ofthe-art PCP constructions leave little to be desired in terms of asymptotic efficiency. However, the practical motivation of verifying computations may call for a more refined efficiency analysis. From this point of view, we believe that our approach has potential to yield better efficiency, at least in some circumstances. For instance, the optimized variant of our construction requires the verifier to perform only a constant number of cryptographic operations (following preprocessing), as opposed to a logarithmic number of operation in the traditional approach. In terms of the prover's efficiency, our approach does not inherently require the prover to compute a redundant encoding of its input. This suggests the possibility of designing PCPs that are optimized to make better use of the "implicit encoding" feature of our approach.
Techniques. Our main result relies on a generalized commitment primitive that allows to efficiently commit the prover to an arbitrary linear function π : F n → F , and later efficiently open the value of this function on an arbitrary vector. Note that the standard hashing-based commitment primitive can be viewed as a special case in which only evaluations on unit vectors are allowed. The technique we use to efficiently implement this primitive is as follows. To commit the prover to a linear function π, the verifier encrypts a random input r using a homomorphic encryption scheme, and asks the prover to compute an encryption of π(r). (This can be done by the prover based on the homomorphism property, without knowing the secret key.) Then, to decommit the value π(q), the verifier asks the prover to reveal π(q) together with π(r + αq) for a random field ele-ment α chosen by the verifier. The second evaluation point is used by the verifier to perform a consistency check. We show that any prover who breaks the binding requirement can be used to break the semantic security of the underlying encryption.
Our new cryptographic primitive is independently motivated by cryptographic applications. For instance, it can be used to efficiently commit to a large statistical database and later open the average (equivalently, sum) of a selected subset of the entries.
Related work.
Motivated by the goal of obtaining simpler polynomial-size PCPs, Zimand [33] suggests a way to "derandomize" the Hadamard-based PCP of Arora et al. [1] by settling for computational soundness. A major disadvantage of the approach from [33] is that in order to guarantee soundness against malicious provers which run in time O(n t ), the honest prover is required to run in time ω(n t ). In contrast, the argument systems we obtain satisfy the traditional notion of computational soundness, that holds with respect to every polynomial-time malicious prover.
Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Following some definitions (Section 2) in Section 3 we introduce the "commitment with linear decommitment" primitive and efficiently implement it using any homomorphic encryption scheme. In Section 4 we use this commitment primitive to compile linear PCPs into efficient arguments. In Section 5 we give a self-contained presentation of the Hadamard-based linear PCP from [1] in our framework, which can be combined with the compiler from Section 4 to give laconic-prover arguments for NP. Finally, in Section 6 we sketch an approach for transforming the latter argument systems into ones in which the communication complexity is sublinear in both directions.
Preliminaries
In this section we define the main proof systems and cryptographic primitives on which we rely. In the following we will let n denote an input length parameter, or alternatively a (polynomially related) proof length parameter. The running time of all honest parties is restricted to be polynomial in n. We will also use additional parameters, such as a cryptographic security parameter k, an underlying field F , and a soundness parameter ; for convenience, these parameters can all be thought of as being determined by n.
Arguments
Arguments are computationally sound interactive proof systems, as defined by [21, 9] . An argument protocol is defined by a two interactive PPT algorithms: a prover P and a verifier V . (In fact, for our purposes the prover may be deterministic.) An argument protocol (P, V ) for an NP language L with soundness error (·) should satisfy the following requirements.
Completeness:
For every x ∈ L and corresponding NP witness w, the interaction of V (x) with P (x, w) always makes V accept.
Soundness:
For every x / ∈ L and every efficient (but possibly non-uniform) malicious prover P * , the probability that the interaction of V (x) with P * (x) leads V to accept is at most (|x|), except perhaps for finitely many x.
We consider soundness error (n) that is either a constant or a negligible function. While we do not explicitly consider the stronger proof of knowledge property of arguments (cf. [5] ), our protocols satisfy this property as well.
Linear PCPs and MIPs
The starting point for our constructions of efficient arguments is a linear proof system, in which the honest prover computes linear functions (over some underlying finite field F ) of the verifier's queries. Our general compiler of linear PCPs into efficient arguments takes the simplest form when applied to a multi-prover variant of linear PCPs, referred to as linear MIPs. A simple standard transformation of an arbitrary linear PCP (in particular, the Hadamard-based PCP from [1] ) into a linear MIP will be described in Section 5.
Loosely speaking, a linear MIP (Multiprover Interactive Proof) consists of an -tuple of proof oracles (π 1 , . . . , π ), where each π i is a linear function π i : F n → F over some finite field F . The verifier V picks an -tuple of queries (q 1 , . . . , q ), where each q i is in F n , and gets in return π 1 (q 1 ), . . . , π (q ); based on the input x and these answers, V either accepts or rejects. The completeness requirement is that for every x ∈ L there exist linear functions (π 1 , . . . , π ) as above which make V accept with probability 1. The soundness requirement is that for every x ∈ L, and any (maliciously chosen, and possibly non-linear) proof functions (π 1 , . . . ,π ), the probability that V accepts is at most . Similarly to PCPs, the crucial feature of MIPs is that the proof functionsπ j must be fixed before the queries are randomly picked by V . When compiling MIPs into arguments, we will need to simulate such independence in an interactive setting which allows the prover to pick its answers after seeing all queries made by the verifier. More formally, a linear MIP for an NP language L consists of a probabilistic polynomial-time verifier V and a polynomial-time prover algorithm P , which will be used to implement multiple provers. Any input x ∈ {0, 1} * determines a proof length parameter n = poly(|x|), number of provers = (n), a finite field F = F (n), and a soundness error parameter = (n). These parameters are known to both the verifier and the provers. Once an input x and a corresponding NP witness w are fixed, we let π i denote P (i, x, w, ·) and view P as an -tuple of proof functions (π 1 , . . . , π ) returning answers to the verifier's queries q i . We require that every π i is a linear function π i :
The interaction between V and P proceeds by having V , based on x, pick an -tuples of queries (q 1 , . . . , q ), where each q i is in F n . Every q i is sent to the corresponding prover, who responds with π i (q i ). Finally, based on its random input and the answers, the verifier decides whether to accept or reject. A linear MIP with soundness error should satisfy the following requirements.
Completeness:
For every x ∈ L and corresponding NP witness w, we have
where the probability is over the random choice of queries (q 1 , . . . , q ) by V and where
Soundness: For every x /
∈ L and (possibly non-linear and computationally inefficient) proof functions (π 1 , . . . ,π ), we have
where again the probability is over the randomness of V .
Choice of parameters. By default, we fix the soundness error (n) to be a constant, say 1/2, in which case it will suffice to let (n) = O(1). The soundness error can be decreased to 2 −σ by using σ independent repetitions (with disjoint sets of provers), letting = O(σ). It will be convenient to assume that the size of the field F = F (n) grows (slightly) super-polynomially with n, though our constructions can work over F = GF(2) as well.
Homomorphic Encryption
Homomorphic encryption is a semantically secure [20] public-key encryption (Gen, Enc, Dec) in which plaintexts are taken from a finite group, and the following homomorphism property holds. Given any public key pk generated by Gen and any two valid ciphertexts c 1 ∈ Enc(pk, m 1 ) and c 2 ∈ Enc(pk, m 2 ), it is possible to efficiently compute a random encryption Enc(pk, m 1 + m 2 ). Thus, one can also efficiently compute Enc(pk, α · m 1 ) for a known integer α.
It will be convenient to describe our protocols using a homomorphic encryption scheme over a finite field F . By this we mean that the plaintext group is the additive group of F . We also require that given Enc(pk, m) and α ∈ F it is possible to efficiently compute Enc(pk, α·m). This follows automatically if F is of prime order, and can be obtained for an extension field by viewing it as a linear space over the base field. For instance, one can implement homomorphic encryption over GF(2 σ ) from homomorphic encryption over GF(2) (e.g., the Goldwasser-Micali cryptosystem [20] ) by using σ homomorphic encryptions over GF (2) to implement a single homomorphic encryption over GF(2 σ ). We finally note that our protocols can be generalized to work with homomorphic encryption over general Abelian groups (that are not necessarily of a prime order), or with weaker homomorphic primitives that do not allow efficient decryption and only satisfy "one-way" security (rather than semantic security). All these primitives are known to imply collision-resistant hash-functions [22] , which underly the traditional constructions of efficient arguments.
Choice of parameters. The encryption scheme uses a security parameter k, that is given to the key generation algorithm Gen as input, and its security is defined with respect to k. In our higher level protocols, k can be thought of as being determined by the input length parameter n. More concretely, under standard cryptographic assumptions one can let k(n) = n c for an arbitrarily small constant c > 0, and under "exponential strength" cryptographic assumptions one can let k(n) = polylog n.
Commitment with Linear Decommitment
In this section we define and efficiently implement a "commitment with linear decommitment" primitive, which we later use to compile MIPs into arguments. In Section 3.1 we define a basic version of this primitive which is implemented in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we implement an extended version that supports multiple (parallel) commitments and decommitments.
Definition
A commitment with linear decommitment is a protocol for two parties: a sender S and a receiver R. The protocol consists of two phases. In the commitment phase, S has an
, the inner product of d, q) and R has no input. The two parties interact with each other and have no output, though R may keep some "decommitment information" to be used in the next phase. In the decommitment phase, R has input q (a "decommitment query") and the decommitment information, and at the end of this phase it should either reject or output a value a ∈ F . If both parties are honest, the output of R should satisfy a = f d (q). In addition, the protocol should satisfy a computational binding property. Loosely speaking, for any efficient malicious sender, the following should hold. After the commitment phase there is a functionf (possibly different from f d and possibly non-linear) such that, for any decommitment query q, the receiver either outputsf (q) or rejects (except with negligible probability).
More formally, the sender and the receiver are defined by a pair of interactive PPT algorithms (S, R). Both S and R use independent random inputs for the two phases of the protocol. To simplify the use of quantifiers in the following definition and its extensions, it will be convenient to think of the inputs of the two phases as being generated by an environment E, which given n can produce arbitrary inputs d, q ∈ F n . Note that E does not have access to the protocol's transcript; thus, the decommitment query q it generates is independent of the random inputs of S and R. The interaction of S and R with E, on length parameter n, defines the following two-phase experiment.
• Commitment phase: E gives to S inputs F and d ∈ F n and to R the inputs n and F . These inputs, along with the random inputs of S and R, determine an interaction between S and R, at the end of which S (resp., R) locally keeps a decommitment information string z S (resp., z R ) for use in the next phase.
• Decommitment phase: E gives to R a decommitment query q ∈ F n . This input, along with z S , z R and the random inputs of S and R (that are chosen independently of the random inputs in the first phase), determines further interaction between S and R. At the end of this interaction, R either outputs a value a ∈ F or the symbol ⊥ ("reject").
The above experiment can now be used to formally define our commitment primitive. • Correctness: For any n and environment E generating d, q ∈ F n as above, the receiver's output at the end of the decommitment phase is a = f d (q)(= d, q ).
• 
is negligible in n (where the probability is taken over the random inputs of the commitment phase and the two independent choices of random inputs of the decommitment phase).
Note that, by a standard averaging argument, quantifying the above definition over all deterministic (non-uniform) environments is equivalent to quantifying over all probabilistic environments. The former is more convenient for proving the security of an implementation of this primitive, whereas the latter is more convenient when applying it in the context of higher level protocols.
Finally, it will be useful to rely on the following more intuitive notion of binding, which was already stated above: For every efficient cheating sender S * there is a (possibly inefficient) extractor Ext which given the views of S * and R in the commitment phase "extracts" a functionf : Proof: For any a ∈ F and possible view v = (v S * , v R ) in the commitment phase, let A v (q, a) denote the probability (over the randomness of the decommitment phase) that R outputs a. Given a view v we definef (q) = Ext(v, q) to be a field element a that maximizes A v (q, a). Assume towards a contradiction that Ext does not satisfy the required property. Then there is an environment E (producing inputs d, q ∈ F n for every n), a polynomial p(·), and infinitely many n, for which the following holds. With probability at least 1/p(n) over the randomness of the commitment phase (which determines the views v), we have a∈F \f (q) A v (q, a) ≥ 1/p(n) (where q is the query produced by E). We show that one can partition F into two sets, each occurring with at least 1/3p(n) probability. Case 1:
In this case, the partition (f (q), F \f (q)) will do. Case 2: A v (q,f (q)) < 1/3p(n). In this case all probabilities are smaller than 1/3p(n) but their sum is at least 1/p(n), which also implies the existence of a partition as required. It follows that S * wins with non-negligible probability in the binding experiment of Definition 3.1.
Remark 3.3 (On hiding.)
In contrast to standard cryptographic commitments, here we do not explicitly require a hiding property. The only reason that the sender avoids sending d itself is to save on communication complexity. However, it is easy to modify our implementation so that it additionally achieves (statistical) hiding of d. goal is to obtain a direct and more efficient implementation that avoids the use of short PCPs and makes a black-box use of the underlying cryptographic primitive. A natural approach would be to combine an efficient data structure with a tree-based commitment (that allows to efficiently open selected bits of the committed string) as follows. S commits to d by: (1) transforming d into an efficient data structure D that allows to answer any decommitment query q by probing few bits of D, and (2) committing to D using a tree-based commitment. A decommitment query q is then answered by opening just those (few) bits of D that are probed. Unfortunately, no efficient data structure can support arbitrary linear queries. This should be contrasted with the case of set membership queries and similar types of queries that have been previously addressed in related contexts [27, 29] .
Efficient Implementation
In this section we give a direct efficient implementation for the basic variant of commitment with linear decommitment defined above. Our protocol is described in Figure 3 Before proving the binding property of our protocol, we present the following technical claim that is useful for our proof. In general, our proof shows that if binding does not hold then the encryption E is not secure. Rather than actually inverting E, it is enough to show that certain information about the plaintext can be computed, contradicting the semantic security of E. Claim 3.5 Fix any query sequence {q n }, where q n ∈ F n .
1. Given (Enc(r), r + αq n ), for random r ∈ F n and α ∈ F , it is hard to compute α. Formally, for every efficient (nonuniform) algorithm A, we have
where the probability is over r ∈ R F n , α ∈ R F and the randomness of Gen and Enc.
(Slightly more general.) For every efficient A, we have
Pr[A(pk, Enc(pk, r), r + αq n , r
, where the probability is over r ∈ R F n , α, α ∈ R F and the randomness of Gen and Enc.
The proof of this claim follows directly from an appropriate formulation of semantic security (cf. [17] , Def. 5.2.1).
Binding:
We start by proving a weaker binding property, that holds with respect to a fixed random α picked by R in the decommitment phase. (In the binding experiment from Definition 3.1, this corresponds to fixing the random input of R in the two invocations of the decommitment phase.
2 ) We argue that in the decommitment phase an efficient cheating S * cannot come up, given (q, r + αq), with two pairs (a, b) and (a , b ) ., a = a and a, a ∈ F ) . Whenever S * produces such pairs, we say that S * "wins". We want to show that S * can only win with negligible probability.
The weak binding of the protocol is argued as follows. Assume that the above requirement does not hold; namely, there exists an efficient S * for which there exists a query sequence q n on which S * wins the above game with nonnegligible probability. We use q n and S * to construct a (non-uniform) algorithm A that will contradict Claim 3.5 (Part 1). Namely, A has the query q = q n hard-wired, it is given as input a public key pk, an encryption Enc(pk, r) and a vector β = r + αq, and it guesses α with a non-negligible probability. Assuming |F (n)| is super-polynomial in n, we have the required contradiction. Algorithm A works in four steps, corresponding to the four steps of the protocol, as follows: (a) A gives S * the values pk and Enc(pk, r). The case of standard binding is similar; this time we will derive a contradiction to Part 2 of Claim 3.5. The modified algorithm A receives input (pk, Enc(pk, r), β, β ), where β = r + αq and β = r + α q; it starts the first two steps as before; then, A provides S * (in the third step) a pair (q, β) and gets in return (in the last step) a pair (a, b) ; next, A repeats these two steps by sending another pair (q, β ) and receiving back (a , b ). Now, algorithm A locally computes ∆ = α − α = (β j − β j )/q j , where j is some index such that q j = 0 (if q = 0 then f d (q) = 0 and the protocol need not be invoked at all). Finally, A considers the equations b = s + αa and b = s + α a (assuming, again, that it is in the event that S * wins) and substitutes α by 2 The difference between the weak and the standard versions of binding can be viewed as requiring the binding in two different places in the protocol: at the end of the Commitment phase (binding) or after the first step of the Decommitment phase (weak binding).
BasicCommit + BasicDecommit

Commitment phase
Building block: a homomorphic encryption scheme E = (Gen, Enc, Dec) over a finite field F .
Sender's input: a vector d ∈ F n that defines a linear function
Receiver's input: length parameter n, computational security parameter k.
1. R generates the public and secret keys (pk, sk) ← Gen(1 k ). It also generates a random vector r ∈ R F n and encrypts (each entry of) r using Enc. It sends Enc(pk, r) = (Enc(pk, r 1 ) , . . . , Enc(pk, r n )) to S along with pk.
2. S uses the homomorphism of E to compute e ∈ Enc(pk, f d (r)) (without knowing r) and sends e to R. R decrypts the message e, letting s←Dec(sk, e), and keeps s along with the vector r for decommitment.
Decommitment phase
Sender's input: d ∈ F n , as above.
Receiver's inputs: decommitment query q ∈ F n , decommitment information r ∈ F n and s ∈ F .
1. R picks a secret α ∈ R F and sends the pair (q, r + αq) to S. (Each element of this pair is a vector in F n .)
S responds with a pair
R verifies that b = s + αa; if so it outputs a; otherwise, it rejects (i.e., outputs ⊥). 
Multiple Commitments
In this section we extend the previous protocol to implement a more general commitment primitive, supporting multiple (parallel) commitments and linear decommitments. Specifically, the sender has (linear) functions, represented by vectors d 1 , . . . , d ∈ F n as before, and the receiver has queries q 1 , . . . , q ∈ F n . For each query q i , the receiver should get the answer
The protocol should satisfy the same property as the basic commitment protocol; namely, that every sequence of queries determines a unique answer. Moreover, we require that the answer to each query q i depend on that query alone, and not on the other − 1 queries. Intuitively, when going from MIPs to arguments this requirement will allow to mimic the "independence of provers" property of the MIP model.
A formal definition of the general binding property can be obtained by extending the experiment from Definition 3.1 as follows. In the commitment phase, E hands to the sender linear functions specified by d 1 , . . . , d ∈ F n , and in the decommitment phase it hands to the receiver queries q 1 , . . . , q ∈ F n . In the modified experiment used for defining the binding property, E hands to R two, possibly distinct, -tuples of queries Q = (q 1 , . . . , q ) andQ = (q 1 , . . . ,q ) in the two (independent) invocations of the decommitment phase. Denote by A,Â ∈ F the two -tuples of answers. We say that S * wins if, for some t, we have q t =q t but a t =â t (with a t ,â t ∈ F ). The protocol is binding if for every E and efficient S * , the probability that S * wins is negligible in n. In Figure 3 .2 we describe in detail the generalized protocol. The protocol can be viewed as applying the protocol BasicCommit from the previous section (Figure 3 .1) times in parallel, with an independent r for each d, q.
Correctness is argued as before. The communication complexity is again essentially optimal, and involves O( n) (encrypted) field elements sent from R to S and O( ) elements sent in return. We turn to prove the generalized binding property.
Binding: Assume, for contradiction, that there exist an environment E and an efficient cheating sender S * that violate the binding of the protocol, in the sense described above. We construct an algorithm A that breaks the semantic security of the encryption E (as in Claim 3.5). Namely, for infinitely many values of n (and hence also the security parameter k), the following holds. After the commitment phase is over, and the values r 1 , . . . , r and s 1 , . . . , s are already fixed, there exist Q = (q 1 , . . . , q ) andQ = (q 1 , . . . ,q ), with q t =q t = q (for some t = t n ), such that the cheating sender S * has a non-negligible probability to pass the verification by the receiver with two tuples of pairs (( a  1 , b  1 ) , . . . , (a , b )) and ((â 1 ,b 1 ), . . . , (â ,b )), respectively, that lead to different outputs on the t-th query
MultiCommit + MultiDecommit
Commitment phase
Receiver's input: length parameter n, number of commitments , and a security parameter k. 
S responds with pairs (a
. . , a ); otherwise, it rejects (i.e., outputs ⊥).
Figure 3.2. Parallel commitments with linear decommitments
(i.e., a t =â t ).
Algorithm A on input (pk, Enc(pk, r), β, β ), where β = r+αq and β = r+α q, guesses α with non-negligible probability as follows. (For each n, algorithm A has the tuples Q,Q and the index t = t n hard-wired as advice.) (a) A gives S * the key pk along with a sequence of encryptions containing its input, Enc(pk, r), in the t-th position and encryptions of random r i ∈ R F n in the other . . . , q ) are the decommitment queries generated by E, and the probability is over the random inputs of S * and R in both phases.
Proof sketch:
The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2. Given q i and views v we let Ext(i, v, q i ) pick the − 1 remaining queries q j arbitrarily and output a value from F that occurs most often as the i-th output of R. Assume towards contradiction that some -tuple of queries has q i as its i-th entry but yields a different i-th output with nonnegligible probability. Similarly to Lemma 3.2, this implies that we have two query -tuples that agree in their i-th entry but lead to a different i-th output with non-negligible probability, contradicting the extended binding requirement.
From Linear MIPs to Efficient Arguments
In this section we use the above commitment primitive to turn any linear MIP protocol (P, V ) into an argument system (P , V ) with related efficiency. Specifically, suppose that we are given an -prover linear MIP protocol for an NP language L. Recall that in such a protocol P specifies for the honest provers linear functions π 1 , . . . , π (depending on the input x and an NP-witness w). The verifier V , on input x, sends to each P i a query q i ∈ F n and gets in return π i (q i ) ∈ F . Based on the answers, V either rejects or accepts. If indeed x ∈ L and w is a valid witness then, using the specified functions, V always accepts. If x / ∈ L then any collection of functionsπ 1 , . . . ,π cannot make V accept with probability greater than .
We construct an argument system (P , V ) for L as follows. On inputs x and w:
1. P and V run the sub-protocol MultiCommit (from Figure 3. 2), where P commits to the functions π 1 , . . . , π obtained by the MIP protocol on inputs x, w. The verifier V stores the decommitment information for later use.
V runs (locally) the MIP verifier
3. P and V run the sub-protocol MultiDecommit, using q 1 , . . . , q as decommitment queries (V also uses the decommitment information stored above). V , playing the receiver in this sub-protocol, either rejects or it gets the values π 1 (q 1 ), . . . , π (q ) to which it again applies the MIP verifier V and accepts/rejects accordingly.
Theorem 4.1 Suppose
(P, V ) is an (n)-sound linear MIP protocol over a field F (n) such that |F (n)| = n ω(1) . Then (P , V ) described above is an (n)-sound argument pro- tocol for L, where (n) ≤ (n) + neg(n).
Proof:
The completeness of (P , V ) follows directly from the completeness of the underlying MIP (P, V ) and the correctness of the commitment protocol. Soundness follows from the soundness of (P, V ) and the binding of the commitment protocol (where the latter requires |F (n)| = n ω(1) ). Specifically, suppose x ∈ L. The extractor Ext guaranteed by Lemma 3.6 defines, at the end of Step 1, effective proof functionsπ 1 , . . . ,π such that, except with neg(n) probability, the answers obtained by V in Step 3 are (π 1 (q 1 ), . . . ,π (q )) (unless V rejects during decommitment). By the -soundness of (P, V ), the probability that V accepts is at most (n) + neg(n) as required.
Complexity:
If each of the provers of the MIP protocol computes a function π i : F n → F then the complexity of the argument system consists of O( · n) encrypted field elements from the verifier to the prover, and O( ) encrypted field elements from the prover to the verifier.
Moving communication to an offline phase. We now describe a heuristic approach for moving almost all of the communication sent by the verifier to an offline preprocessing phase, before the input x is known. This results in a very efficient online phase. The protocol generated by the compiler has the following high level structure: it starts with the verifier sending a message ("query") q 1 . The prover responds with an answer a 1 that depends on x. The verifier sends another query q 2 and the prover responds with another answer a 2 that depends on x. Note that neither q 1 nor q 2 depend on x. Moreover, typically both a 1 and a 2 will be very short, whereas q 1 , q 2 will be long. The idea is to have the verifier send in an offline phase the original q 1 as well as an "encryption" of q 2 . In the online phase, after the input is revealed, the prover responds with a 1 . Then the verifier reveals to the prover the (short) key it used to encrypt q 2 , and the verifier responds with a 2 . The soundness of this approach can be proved in the random oracle model. Intuitively, in this model it is easy to guarantee that the answer a 1 is statistically independent of the encrypted query q 2 . We leave open the question of instantiating the encryption function using standard cryptographic assumptions.
Constructing Linear MIPs
In this section we give a self-contained presentation of a simple linear MIP based on Hadamard codes that can be used to instantiate the argument protocol from the previous section. The MIP protocol is obtained by applying a standard transformation to the Hadamard based linear PCP protocol from [1] , Section 6 (see also [6] , Appendix A).
Towards a modular presentation, it will be convenient to use the following intermediate proof models. A linear PCP is defined similarly to linear MIP except that honest provers all use the same (linear) function π, and soundness should only hold with respect to a singleπ (such thatπ i =π for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ). We also define a variant of linear PCP called weak linear PCP in which soundness is only guaranteed to hold when false proofsπ are linear.
Below we show, in a sequence of simple steps, how to construct linear MIPs. Specifically, we start with a weak linear PCP as above. Then, by adding a simple linearity test (but avoiding the "low-degree test" commonly used in PCP constructions), we get a linear PCP protocol. Finally, we turn the linear PCP into a linear MIP by splitting the role of the proof among several provers and adding a standard consistency test. In all steps, we use the following notations. Let x ∈ {0, 1} u be an input to an NP-statement (of the form x ∈ L) and w be a corresponding witness. Let C = C(x, w) be a circuit of size s (gates) testing the validity of w with respect to x. With each gate j of C, we associate a variable Z j . The satisfiability of C by x, w can now be expressed as a conjunction of the following conditions: (1) u conditions, corresponding to the u input gates labelled by x, and having the form Z i = x i , for i ∈ [u] (testing the consistency of the first u input gates with the actual input x; there are no similar constraints on input gates labelled by w); (2) conditions corresponding to internal gates of the circuit, that have the form (1 − Z i Z j ) − Z k = 0 (testing the consistency of Z k , the output of a NAND gate, with its two inputs coming from gates Z i , Z j ); and finally (3) a condition of the form Z s = 1 (testing that the output of the circuit is 1). To get rid of the last condition, we can simply fix Z s to 1. Altogether, there are m < s constraints. To verify the form of d, the verifier picks at random y 1 , y 2 ∈ R F s and verifies that z, y 1 · z, y 2 = z ⊗z, y 1 ⊗ y 2 (this boils down to evaluating 3 linear combinations of the entries of d, which can be done using 3 queries to π). If π is of the claimed form then it always passes the test, while if π is not of this form then the test fails (and hence the proof is rejected) with probability at least 1/4. 
, while if for at least one i we have Q i (z) = 0 then the probability that Q v (z) = 0 is 1/|F |. Note that Q v itself is a degree-2 polynomial and hence asking for the value of Q v (z) can also be represented as making a linear query to f d , where
To conclude, each query in the above PCP proof is of the form q ∈ F n , for n = s 2 + s, and the answer of an honest prover is of the form d, q . The (weak) soundness relies 3 The argument goes as follows: givend = (z, U ), think of U as an s × s matrix and let V = z ⊗ z be another s × s matrix. The verifier can be viewed as testing whether U = V . The test essentially compares y 1 Uy 2 to y 1 V y 2 . If U = V (which may occur in a single position) then, with probability at least 1/2, the vectors y 1 U, y 1 V are different and therefore (y 1 U )y 2 = (y 1 V )y 2 with probability at least 1/4. Note that we gain more if F is large as, in fact, the success probability is (1 − 1/|F |) 2 . Alternatively, repeating the test amplifies the probability as needed.
on the fact that a false proofπ = fd must be caught by either of the two tests described above, except with (at most) constant probability.
From weak linear PCP to linear PCP. Given a verifier V of a weak linear PCP, where the soundness is guaranteed only under the assumption that false "proofs" are still linear, we turn it into another verifier V with soundness that does not make any such assumption. This transformation uses the standard testing and self-correcting approach.
As before, denote the proof by π : F n → F . As a first step, we turn the weak PCP into a smooth (but still weak) one; that is, where each query q is (separately) uniformly distributed in F n . To turn a non-smooth weak PCP into a smooth weak PCP, the verifier V replaces each query q by a pair of queries q 1 , q 2 which are random subject to q 1 + q 2 = q. Given the answers to these queries, V computes π(q) = π(q 1 )+ π(q 2 ) (note that both "correct" proofs π and "false" proofsπ are linear in this case so this transformation does not affect acceptance probabilities). Hence, from now on, we may assume that the given weak PCP is already smooth. Loosely speaking, V works as V except that it starts with a "linearity test" of the proof π. That is, V picks at random q 1 , q 2 ∈ F n , asks for π(q 1 ), π(q 2 ) and π(q 1 + q 2 ) and verifies that π(q 1 ) + π(q 2 ) = π(q 1 + q 2 ). If π is linear then it always passes the test, while if V is given a proofπ which is δ-far from linear, then this is caught with probability δ [10] . Therefore, if the proof is δ-far from linear, then V is likely to "catch" this, while if it is δ-close to some linearπ then V is likely not to ask any question whereπ andπ disagree. Specifically, since we assumed V to be smooth, and denoting by the number of queries it makes, then except with probability δ the new V only asks queries q where the answerπ(q) is identical to the answers of the linearπ (q). Hence, by the soundness of V with respect to a linearπ , the desired soundness follows.
From linear PCP to linear MIP. Suppose that we are given a linear PCP protocol with a verifier V that asks queries. We construct a linear MIP protocol for a verifier V and + 1 provers as follows. Verifier V works as V does but it sends each of its queries to a different prover. In addition, it picks one of the queries at random and asks Prover ( + 1) about it. The verifier V accepts if the answer from the last prover is consistent with the previous answers and, in addition, V would accept with these answers. As before, completeness is trivial. For the soundness, we can assume without loss of generality that the provers are deterministic. Hence, the answers provided by prover P +1 on each query q define a proofπ (whereπ(q) is its answer to query q). The idea is that, whenever the answers of the first q provers are consistent with thisπ then their cheating probability is bounded by the soundness of the linear PCP with proofπ. On the other hand, whenever at least one of the an-swers is inconsistent withπ, this will be caught with probability at least 1/ .
To improve the soundness probability to 2 −σ , we can use additional provers, either by simple independent repetitions of the above MIP (which will require O(σ) provers) or via more efficient techniques. See [32] for more on transforming PCP to MIP.
Beyond Laconic Provers
In this section we sketch extensions of the basic construction from Section 4 that improve its total communication complexity without relying on preprocessing. We note that we view the basic construction above as where the conceptual contribution of this paper is and, moreover, similar ideas to those used here were already used in various forms in the literature (e.g., [12, 24] ).
The two techniques we use for improving the communication complexity are termed balancing and recursion. The main idea behind balancing is the observation that in the basic construction the verifier sends long messages (vectors of n = O(s 2 ) field elements) and gets in return a single field element per query. Balancing aims at reducing the communication from the verifier to the prover at the expense of increasing the communication in the other direction so as to "balance" between the two. This step is done at the PCP/MIP level.
Recursion is done at the arguments level. The idea behind (one level of) recursion is to let the prover send "compressed" answers instead of its original answers, and then (after the normal execution is complete) let it recursively prove using an efficient argument that it knows the (long) answers that are consistent with the compressed answers and would make the verifier accept. An appropriate combination of balancing and recursion leads to communication complexity of O(n ) using O(1/ ) rounds, for an arbitrary constant > 0.
Balancing
We now provide further details on the balancing technique. In the argument protocol obtained by applying the general compiler from Section 4 to the linear MIP from Section 5 the verifier sends "long" queries of n = O(s 2 ) field elements and gets O(1) field elements in return. Our balancing starts at the level of weak linear PCPs, where we first construct so-called "template-based" weak linear PCPs and then we show how to transform them to linear MIPs while maintaining their complexity.
In a template-based weak PCP, we cover the n entries of the vector d ∈ F n representing the proof π by (overlapping) sets S 1 , . . . , S β each of size |S i | = δ n; on a query q ∈ F δ the (linear) n is restricted to have non-zero elements only in the subset S i ; hence we are still in the same framework and, in particular, in the "weak" version the cheating proof still consists of one linear functionπ.) We emphasize that the partition S 1 , . . . , S β is fixed and, in particular, is independent of the query q. Moreover, we may have a different partition for each of the queries in the protocol (as long, as the partition is fixed and independent of q).
Recall that our basic weak linear PCP consists of a proof π = f d where d = (z, z ⊗ z), and the verifier tests essentially that (1) the first u bits in z are equal to x; (2) π is indeed of the form (z, z ⊗ z); and (3) 
where U i,j denotes the (i, j) sub-matrix of U and z i , z j denote, as before, the i-th and j-th blocks (respectively) of z. While this modification works, it does not give us anything in terms of complexity as we have λ 2 sub-matrices (this corresponds to the length of the answer β) each containing s 2 /λ 2 elements (which correspond to δ), and the product of these two parameters is s 2 . To overcome this problem, we will assume that C is a repetitive circuit; namely, we assume that C can be partitioned into β (possibly overlapping) sub-circuits C 1 , . . . , C β (each of size δ ≈ s/β gates) where each internal gate appears together with its two inputs in one of the sub-circuits; in fact (for the sake of third test only), we will further assume that each of the β sub-circuits has the same topology. 4 Finally, we deal with the third test. Again, we use the partition of C to sub-circuits C 1 , . . . , C β and, moreover, we take advantage of the assumption, mentioned above, that each of the sub-circuits has the same topology 6 to apply the same test to each of them. Namely, rather than picking a random combination of the polynomials corresponding to the s gates in C, we pick a random combination of δ polynomials and apply it (in a template-based fashion) to each of the β sub-circuits.
From weak linear PCP to linear PCP. The reason that the transformation described in Section 5 does not work here is that both turning the weak linear PCP into a smooth one and the linearity test actually ask queries on "heavy" vectors q that do not obey the template-based structure. To fix this, we modify the protocol in the natural way; namely, the smoothening is done within the sets of the templates. That is, each query q ∈ F δ is replaced by a pair of random q 1 , q 2 ∈ F δ with q 1 + q 2 = q and then q 1 , q 2 are answered in a template-based manner; this allows constructing the β answers to query q from the β answers to each of q 1 , q 2 . Similarly, we deal with the linearity testing (i.e., on q 1 , q 2 ∈ R F δ , for each of the β blocks the verifier compares the answers to query q 1 +q 2 to the sum of answers to queries q 1 , q 2 ). This, however, is not good enough: it only guarantees that the "restriction" ofπ on each S i is close to some linear function f i . This falls short of assuring that there is one linear functionπ (on all n variables) such that, for all i, the functionπ is close toπ when both are restricted to S i . (Note that this does not imply thatπ is close toπ.) To deal with this, we add another test. The idea is to verify, for each pair i, j such that S i ∩ S j = ∅ that the corresponding f i , f j when restricted to S i ∩ S j are close. This is done by picking a random element in this intersection and testing it. To get the desired complexity, we observe that, for the same reasons that we can guarantee that C is repetitive, we can also guarantee that the number of intersecting pairs is only O(β) (and in particular much smaller than all β 2 possibilities). In addition, since the S i 's are fixed then so are the their intersections and so we can use template queries to perform all these tests. The claim is that if we pass all these tests thenπ as above exists and hence we can continue running the verifier as in the weak PCP setting.
From linear PCP to linear MIP. To obtain a linear MIP protocol, we again split the PCP queries among · σ provers (note that a template query with β answers is viewed here as β questions). The MIP verifier V runs the PCP verifier V to obtain some queries q 1 , . . . q . It then, in a random order, asks each of the queries to σ provers (each prover gets a single question). Then, V accepts if the answers are consistent with each other and the PCP verifier V accepts with these answers. The completeness is trivial. To argue the soundness, we show how cheating provers in the MIP setting can be turned into a "cheating" PCP proof. Note that the provers are deterministic, so the answer of each prover P i on each query q is well defined. We therefore defineπ(q) to be the majority of the answers P 1 (q), . . . , P ·σ (q). Whenever all provers answer according toπ then the error probability is bounded by the PCP soundness (with respect to thisπ). Whenever the provers are inconsistent withπ on at least one query q i but are still consistent among themselves, this means that the query q i was assigned σ times to provers which are in the minority. This happens with neg(σ) probability.
From linear MIP to arguments. We describe a templatebased version of the "MIP to arguments" transformation (from Section 4) that takes the template structure into account and results in the desired communication complexity. Specifically, we are given a template-based linear MIP protocol with linear functions (provers) π 1 , . . . , π , a template that consists of β sets S 1 , . . . , S β of size δ and a verifier V . We construct an argument system for prover P and verifier V ; it starts by P and V running the sub-protocol MultiCommit, where P commits to the · β functions π i,j (for i ∈ [ ], j ∈ [β]) where π 1 , . . . , π are the (linear) functions specified by the linear MIP protocol and π i,j is the (linear) function induced by projecting π i on the coordinates in S j . Then, V runs the MIP verifier, V , to obtain queries q 1 , . . . , q ∈ F δ (each of which should be answered with respect to the β sets). Finally, P and V run the subprotocol MultiDecommit, with the · β functions π i,j and query q i for each π i,j The verifier V , playing the receiver in this sub-protocol, either rejects or it gets the · β values π i,j (q i ) to which it again applies the MIP verifier V and accepts/rejects accordingly.
Recursion
The above balancing technique, applied to the Hadamard based PCP from Section 5, can give the following efficiency tradeoff: if the verifier's queries are of length s 2γ then the answers are of length ≈ s 1−γ . In particular, setting γ = 1/3, the total communication becomes roughly s 2/3 . The idea for going below this barrier is to apply a recursive composition of argument protocols along the following lines. (For technical reasons, we need the arguments to satisfy a stronger proof of knowledge property that is indeed satisfied by our constructions.) We run the above argument protocol with parameter γ, except that the prover compresses its original answers (whose length is ≈ s 1−γ ) using a succinct commitment. After the execution is complete, the verifier sends its secret decryption key, given which the verifier's acceptance predicate becomes computable by a circuit of a nearly linear size in the prover's view (namely, of size s ≈ s 1−γ ). Now the prover needs to convince the verifier that it "knows" the original long answers that are consistent with the hashed answers and would make the verifier accept. This is done (recursively) via an efficient argument that uses a parameter γ with a verification circuit of size s . Applying this composition O(1/ ) times with appropriate choices of γ yields an argument protocol with a total communication of O(s ).
